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Aiming to double its sales in the next

five years, Coca-Cola India has

initiated a strategy to take its brands to

people in semi-urban and rural

markets in local languages for better

penetration and began the journey

with Bengali. Bengali is the pilot

project before the beverage MNC

decides to foray into other local

languages of the country including

Hindi.

.

PEPSICO TO BUY ENERGY

DRINK MAKER –‘ROCKSTAR’

FOR $3.85 BILLION

PepsiCo and Coca-Cola have moved

aggressively in their pursuit of

consumers that have a much wider

variety of drinks to choose from than

just years ago. The acquisition

expands PepsiCo's portfolio of energy

drinks, which already includes

Mountain Dew's Kickstart, Game Fuel

and AMP. Rockstar, founded in 2001,

makes 30 variations of drinks and is

sold in more than 30 countries.

PepsiCo and Rockstar have had a

distribution agreement in North

America since 2009.

.

AUDI LAUNCHES CAMPAIGN FOR 

AUDI Q8 DEBUT IN INDIA

German luxury car manufacturer, Audi

has launched its first

creative campaign for 2020 to mark the

debut of their flagship SUV - Audi Q8in

India. Conceptualised by BBH India, the

campaign #8thDimesion Re- imagined is

a collaboration with eight artists curated

in association with Kunal Anand

Curator, Art and Design director of

Mumbai - based collective - Kulture

Shop. By contextualising the global brief

to meet the nuances of the Indian

market, the creative team at BBH

created the campaign.

.

JBL ROPES IN SARA ALI KHAN

AS BRAND AMBASSADOR

Sara Ali Khan joins a lineup of JBL

ambassadors and partners from

music, sports, and entertainment

industries including superstar

Ranveer Singh ,Priyanka Chopra,

A.R. Rahman, and P.V. Sindhu in

India. It has also launched a new

TVC featuring Khan. This

commercial comes as an extension

of JBL’s newly launched campaign-

‘Live it Real, Live it Raw’. The

campaign recently went live with the

first commercial featuring JBL brand

ambassador, Ranveer Singh.

FROM MENTOR’S 

DESK:

Relationship Marketing:

The Essence Of

Customer Satisfaction

In today’s world,

relationship marketing has

become a buzzword. The

success behind this is the

customer loyalty and trust

which a customer derives

not only out of a product

or service, but also from

the support the marketer

provides or arranges as a

fringe benefit in addition to

the product or service.

Sometimes, it is free or at

times, the cost is included

in the product or service.

The loyalty and trust

offered by marketers

make the customer

emotionally attached to

the product or service and

thus strengthen the

relationship.

In this context, I hope

VIPANAN will be able to

highlight these points and

focus on them, thus

adding value.

Happy Reading,

Dr. Pinaki Ranjan

Bhattacharyya
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COCA-COLA TAKES PLUNGE

INTO LOCAL LANGUAGE

BRANDING.
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HOLI CAMPAIGNS 2020 : SURF

EXCEL AND FACEBOOK

ATTEMPT TO BRING PEOPLE

TOGETHER

FLIPKART AIMS FOR

EMOTIONAL CONNECT WITH

CONSUMERS IN BEHAVIOUR

CHANGE CAMPAIGN “Integrated marketing

offers opportunities to

break through to

consumers in new

markets.”

- Betsy Holden

Facebook rolled out its consumer

marketing campaign ‘More Together’ in

India to showcase the abilities of the

platform. The campaign was

conceptualized and executed by

Taproot Dentsu. After their 2019

campaign #RangLaayeSang which was

perceived as controversial by some and

spiffing by others, Surf Excel continued

to mix the festival with hues of

togetherness with #RangAchheHain.

#BuraNaKhelo featuring Mithila Palker,

by Fbb created in association with DDB

Mudra, was aligned with two occasions

-Women’s Day and Holi.

Ecommerce marketplace, Flipkart h

as announced the launch of its

new campaign for large appliances -

‘MilegaUmeed Se Zyaada’ to bring

about a change in consumer

behavior and urge them to not hold

back their desires. The 360-degree

campaign stems from the core

consumer insight that budget-

conscious consumers want to buy

exclusive products equipped with

the latest technology at affordable

prices.

Marketing Quiz-

Series 9 Results:

1st- Shreya Malakar

(19-21)

2nd- Ankit Ranjan

Dipti Sinha

(19-21)

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S

DAY ADS: A SPECIAL

SELECTION BY ET BRAND

EQUITY

To mark International Women’s

Day, Mankind Pharmaceuticals,

maker of Pregnancy detection kit

Prega News, launched

#ImwithYELLOW, a

digital campaign to promote gender

equality in the country. Pee Safe

partnered with the movie Thappad,

starring Taapsee Pannu ahead of

Women’s Day and released a video

featuring Taapsee. It is trending as

#BeSafewithPeeSafe. The partner-

ship is directed at encouraging

women to empower and protect

themselves against health and

hygiene.

COLGATE HIGHLIGHTS THE

IMPORTANCE OF ORAL

HEALTH IN NEW VEDSHAKTI

CAMPAIGN

Colgate Palmolive has announced

'Mooh Swachh Toh Aap Healthy' (A

pure mouth means a healthy

you) campaign for its Ayurvedic

toothpaste ColgateVedshakti. The

campaign is created by Red Fuse

Communications, kick-started with the

launch of a TV campaign in 10 regional

languages and features a young girl

child dressed as her mother,

determined to educate her father about

the harmful effects of poor oral health.

The campaign is being amplified further

across mediums like print, digital and

social media. 2

75% of total

marketing budget

will go to digital

marketing
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Levi Strauss

was an

aristocrat.

Although, he

didn’t wear his

own brand of

denim pants

because they

were meant for

the labor class.

DINEOUT’S WOMEN’S DAY

INITIATIVE TO CONTINUE IN

MARCH

Dineout’s premium membership

program -Gourmet Passport celebrated

International Women's Day with the

theme - “Do it like a woman and be

#Femtastic” to honour the women in

the food and beverage industry who

have shattered barriers, both personal

and professional, to become leaders in

the industry. According to the

company, their campaign

compliments International Women's

Day 2020 theme which is

#EachForEqual that promotes an equal

world is an enabled world and

celebrate women's achievements.

COMEBACK STORY OF “STARBUCKS”

In the early 2000s, Starbucks was expanding like crazy, both in terms of

locations and their product offerings. While the chain had built up a loyal

following of coffee fans , Starbucks' quality of service couldn't keep up with its

rapid expansion, ended up closing more than 900 of its stores, laying off a huge

chunk of its workforce in the process. So Starbucks teamed up with ad agency

BBDO to launch the multi-million dollar "Coffee value and values" marketing

campaign -- the largest one in Starbucks' history, reporting more than $16 billion

in annual revenue in 2014.

BHARATPE HAS ON BOARDED

11 INDIAN NATIONAL LEVEL

CRICKET PLAYERS AS

ITS BRAND AMBASSADORS

Ahead of the IPL and World Cup,

BharatPe signs Rohit Sharma, KL

Rahul, Shreyas Iyer, Jasprit Bumrah

and Ravindra Jadeja among others

for its upcoming brand campaign.

Ashneer Grover, co-founder and

CEO, BharatPe, said, “BharatPe team

of players will help disseminate all our

propositions such as QR payments,

investments, lending and cards to the

merchants and help us engage

deeper with our core target group and

is a marketing coup by our team.”
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Nutella was

invented as a

chocolate

substitute due to

rationing in

WW1

http://www.denverpost.com/foodretail/ci_11573649
http://www.denverpost.com/foodretail/ci_11573649
http://www.denverpost.com/foodretail/ci_11573649
http://www.denverpost.com/foodretail/ci_11573649
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SAMSUNG - Samsung is actually a word made

of two parts - Sam and Sung, and each of them

has a meaning. Sam stands for ‘three’ and Sung

means ‘stars’, so combined together Samsung

literally translates as ‘three stars’ or ‘tristar’.

.

The British Blind Sport - The British Blind

Sport charity enables blind and partially sighted

people to participate in sports. Their logo features

what appears to simply be the British flag, but if

you look a bit closer, you’ll see something special

HIDDEN MEANING BEHIND COMPANY
BRAND NAME

INTERESTING STORY BEHIND FAMOUS
BRAND LOGO

TEAM MARKETING CLUB

Raj Shree, Priya Kumari, Bishal Roy, Fahad Khan, Mridul Sinha, Akash Kumar Shrivastava,

Meghali Sen, Kishor Kunal, Sakshi Lohia, Punam Jash, Soumyorup Dey, Sristy Priya
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